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Abst rac t - - ln  this paper, we  establish the local existence of the solution and  the finite-time blow- 
up  result for the following system: 
ut =u~l (Au+a/avPdx) ,  fo rxEgt ,  t>0,  
ut =ur2 (Av+b/auqdx) ,  fo raEf~,  t>0,  
where p, q > 1 and 0 < rl,  r2 < 1. Moreover, it is proved that the solution has global blow-up and 
lim (T* -- t) (p+I  r2 ) /Yu(x ,  t) = (1 -- 7"1) -1 / (1  r l )  (a l~ l~/ ) - (P+l - r2 ) /~/ (q  ~- 1 -- r l )  p /y  
t~T*  
x b 
lira (T* - t)(q+l-rl)/Tv(x, t) = (1 - r2) -1/(1-r2)(b[f~lT) (q+l-rl)/7(P @ 1 - r2) q/~ 
t-+T* 
× (b (q - l -a - r l ) )  (1 - r l ) /~/a -  ' 
uniformly on compact subsets of f/, where 7 = Pq - (1 - rl)(1 - r2) and T* is the blow-up time. 
@ 2004 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved. 
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1. INTRODUCTION AND MAIN RESULT  
Let ~2 c ]R N be a bounded domain with smooth boundary  Oft. We set QT -- ~ x (0,7'),  
ST = cot2 x (0, T), and Qt = ft x (0, t), 0 < t < T < oc. Consider the following degenerate 
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parabolic system with nonlocal source: 
: Au~ + al ./o vpl dx, Ul~- 
= Av~ + bl /~ uq~l dx, VlT 
~(z ,~)  : v~(x,~) : 0, 
Ul(X, 0 ) : tt01(X), Vl(X,0) -~- V01(X), 
for x 6 f~, 
for x Eft ,  
for x • 0f~, 
for x • f~, 
T>O,  
T>O,  
7">0, 
(I) 
where al, bl > 0 and Pl > n > 1, ql > m > 1. Such initial-boundary value systems model a 
variety of physical phenomena, which arise, for example, in the study of the flow of a fluid through 
a homogeneous i otropic rigid porous medium or in studies of population dynamics (see [1-4]). 
And it has also been suggested that nonlocal growth terms present a more realistic model of a 
population (see [5,6]). 
Over the last few years, much effort has been devoted to the study of blow-up properties for 
nonlocal semilinear parabolic equations of the type v~ -- Av + g(~-) (see [7-10] or their references 
therein), where the function g(~-) > 0 depends on the solution v. In [10], Souplet gives the rate 
and profile of blow-up of solutions for large classes of nonlocal problems and proves that the 
solution has global blow-up and that the blow-up rate is uniform in all compact subsets of the 
domain. It was shown that 
rhn~:(Ti - T)l/(q-1)v(x, T) = l im. (T / -  ~)l/(q-1)lv(.,w)l~ = [al~l(q - 1)1 -U(q-1) 
T--+ T{ 
was uniformly on compact subsets of f~ for the single semilinear equation (see Theorem 2.1 in [10]), 
where T~' is the blow-up time. For the degenerate problem, Anderson and Deng [6] consider the 
equation 
V m ~ = (( )~ + ~v")= + avll~lly 1, 
where m, n > 0 and k, q k 1. It was shown in [6] that if q > max{m, n}, then the solution v 
blows up in finite time. But the blow-up set and the blow-up rate were not discussed in that 
paper. We investigate the blow-up rate in [11]. For the semilinear system, it is difficult to obtain 
the blow-up profile (see [12,13]). When we try to investigate the blow-up rate of system (I), we 
find that the methods for semilinear system (see [14,15]) do not suit for system (I). We will seek 
a new method. 
Our tasks are to investigate the blow-up rate and the blow-up set of the blow-up solution for 
system (I). We do some transformation to problem (I) first. Let u~' = u, v[' = (m/n)n/(n-1)v, 
T = (1/m)t in (1.1), then it becomes 
ut=u~l (Au+a/nvPdx) ,  for x 6 ~t, t>0,  
ut=ur2(Av+bJ~uqdx) ,  for x e f~, t>0,  (II) 
u(x , t ) - -v (x , t )=O,  fo rx•0a ,  t>0,  
~(~,0) = ~o(~), v(~,o)---~o(x), for ~ • ~, 
where 0 < rl = (m-  1)/m < 1, 0 < r2 = (n -  1)/n < 1, p = pl /n > 1, q = ql/m, uo(x) = u~(x), 
vo(x) = v~l(x ). Next we give a definition to the solution of problem (II). 
DEFINITION 1.1. A pair function (u(x,t),v(x,t)) is called a pair classical solution of (II), if 
th~r~ exi~t~ som~ T* • (0, +oo] ~uch that fo~ any T • (0, T*], th~ functions u(x, t), v(x, t) • 
C2,1(QT) A C( QT) and satisfy (II). Ir T* = +oo, then (u, v) is a global solution. 
In this paper, the solution (u, v) is called blow-up if there exists a T* • (0, oo) such that 
maxu(x,t),ma~v(x,t)sen < oc, for t • (0,T*), (1.1) 
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and 
lim maxu(x, t )  (or v (x , t ) )  = +ec. 
t--~T* xEf~ " " mx~ 
DEFINITION 1.2. A point xo E ~ is a blow-up point of (u, v) K there exists a sequence {xn, t,~} 
such that t ,  ~ T*, x ,  ~ xo, and l im,~ u(x~, t , )  (or v(x,~, t~)) = +co. The set of a11 blow-up 
points is called the bIow-up set denoted by S. If S = f~, we say that (II) has globM blow-up. 
Before stating our main result, we make some assumptions for initial data uo(x),Vo(X) as 
follows: 
(HI) uo(x), Vo(X) > 0, for x e f~; 
(H2) uo(z),Vo(X)ixeoa = O, uo=(x),vo~(x)l=~oa > 0 and (Auo + afav~dx) l~eoa = 0, (Av0 + 
bf~4 d~)l~o~ = o; 
(H3) Auo+afav  pdx>O,  Avo+bfnu  qdx>_OforxEf~;  
(H4) uo(x), Vo(X) smooth enough; 
(H5) there exists ~ > 50 such that 
AUo ÷ afavgdx-  5u~ ~+1-~ k O, X~ k2÷l~r2 Av0 + b u q dx - ~o  > O, 
where 50, kl, k2 will be given in Section 3. 
Our main result follows. 
THEOREM 1. Suppose that uo(x), vo(x) satisfy (H1)-(H4) and Auo < O. If  (u, v) is the solution 
of (II) and blows up in finite time T*. If  (Hh) holds or q/(1 - rl) = p/(1 - r2), then 
lira (T* - t)(P+~-~)/~u(x, t) = (1 - rl)-l/(1-~l)(alf~lW)-(P+~-~)/~(q + 1 - r~)~/w 
t-+T* 
× (a (p -~ l - - r2 ) )  " ' 
lira (T* - t)(q+l-~)/~v(x, t) = (1 - r~) -1/(1-~)(blal3")-("÷~-~)/~(p + 1 - ~)~/~ 
b(q + 1 - rl 
a 
uniformly on compact subsets of fl, where 3' = Pq - (1 - rl)(1 - r2). 
The method to investigate the existence and uniqueness in this paper fits to the more general 
system 
~t = a¢(~)  + F1 (~, v, R~(u, v)) ,  
~ = a¢(~)  + F2 (~, ~, n~(~, v)) ,  
~(x, t) = v(x, t) = 0, 
for x E ~], t > 0, 
for x E f~, t > 0, 
fo rxE0f~,  t>0,  
where R~ (i = 1,2) are the nonlocal operators. 
In Section 2, we state the local existence-uniqueness of the solution of problem (II). In Section 3, 
the results of global existence and finite-time blow-up and the rate of the blow-up solution will 
be shown. In Section 4, the profile of blow-up of solution for (II) is given. We also give the proof 
of local existence-uniqueness for nondegenerate problem in the Appendix. 
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2. LOCAL EX ISTENCE AND UNIQUENESS 
We first give a maximum principle, of which the proof is standard, and omit its proof. 
LEMMA 2.1. Suppose that wl(x,t), w2(x,t) E C2'I(QT) A C(Q,T) and satisfy 
f 
-d l (X , t )Awl  ~ Cll(X,t)wl +c31(x,t)./oc21(x,t)w2(x,t)dx, in QT, Wit 
-- d2(x, t)Aw2 > Cl2(X, t)w2 + c32(x , t) ./o c22(x' t)wl(x, t) dx, in QT, w2t 
w~(x,t), w2(x,t) >_ o, on Sv, 
w~(z,o), w2(z, o) ___ o, in ~, 
where cij(x,t) (i = 1, 2, 3; j = 1,2) are bounded functions and 
c2j(x,t) _> 0, csj(x,t) >_ 0, d j (x , t )>0,  inQT.  
Then wj (x, t) > 0 on (~T. 
To show the existence of the solution of system (II), consider the following regularized system: 
~(~, t )  = v~(x,t) = 0, 
~(~,0)  = ~0(~), ~(~,0)  = ~0(x), 
for x E ~, t > 0, 
for x E ~, t > 0, 
fo rxE0~,  t>0,  
for x E ~, 
(2.1) 
where 0 < e < 1. By Theorem A.1 in the Appendix of this paper, we know that (2.1) has a 
solution (u~,v~) and ue(x,t),v~(x,t) > 0 on Ftx  [0, T*), where T~* is the maximum existence 
time of (u~,v~). And assuming uo(x),vo(x) E C2+~(~) (0 < a < 1), we conclude that for 
any T E (0,T**), u~,v~ E C2+='I+~/2(QT) (see [16,17]). But for each e, we may have different 
maximum existence time T*, respectively. We will seek a common lower bound for all T*. To do 
this, we first give a function K(t)  > 0, which is a solution of the following ordinary differential 
equation: 
K'(t) = ala l (K(t )  + 1) #, 
l x~n m~v0(x)  , 
where & = max{a, b}, # = max{p + rl ,  q + r2}. It is obvious that there exists To > 0 such 
that (2.2) has a bounded solution K(t) > 0 on [0,T0]. Using Lemma 2.1, we obtain the following 
lemma. 
LEMMA 2.2. Suppose that uo(x), vo(x) satisfy (H1)-(H4). Then there exist To and a priori 
bound K(t) depending on s such that for each e e (0, 1) there exists a solution (u~,v~) of (2.1) 
on QTo with u~, v~ <_ K(t). 
Let ~(x) be the first eigenfunction of the following eigenvalue problem: 
--A~(x) = Al~(X), x e ~; ~(x) = 0, x E Of~, (2.3) 
where A1 > 0 is the first eigenvalue. Then it is known that ~(x) can be normalized as ~(x) > 0 
in ~ and maxn ~(x) = 1. The following lemma gives a uniform lower bound to ue, v~. 
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LEMM* 2.3. Let ¢(x, t) = ks-ate(x), where k small enough such that k~(x) <_ uo(x) (see (H2)), 
and A = max{Al(k + l ) f l ,~ l (k  Jr- 1)7'2}- Then for all e E (0,1), the solution of (2.1) on QTo 
satis~es ~s(x,t),v~(x,~) >__ ¢(x,t) on C?To. 
PROOF. Substituting (¢(x, t), ¢(x, t)) into (2.1) yields 
: + 1 / r l  - -< 0, 
with the initial-boundary points such that 
¢(z,O)<_uo(z),vo(z), inS,  and ¢(x , t )=0,  on0a.  
Then we conclude that us(x, t), v~(x, t) >_ ¢(x, t) on QTo by using Lemma 2.1. | 
Differentiating (2.1) with respect o t and applying Lemma 2.1, we have the following lamina. 
LEMMA 2.4. Suppose that uo(z), vo(x) satisfy (H1)-(H4), (us(x,t),v~(x,t)) is a pair solution 
of (2.1) on O, To. Then, u~t, vet >>_ 0 on Q. To" 
Furthermore, we shall prove that us, vs have the following monotonieity with respect o z. 
LEMMA 2.5. Let 1 > el > s2 > 0 and suppose that uo(x), vo(x) satisfy (H1)-(H4), and 
(u~,v~_~) and (u~,v~) are solutions of(2.1) on QTo, respectively. Then, us, >_ ~s~, ~s~ 2 vs~ 
on ~)To. 
PROOF. Set wl = U~x -ue~, w2 = vs~ -v~ 2. Since Lemmas 2.3 and 2.4, we conclude that wl,w2 
satisfy 
Wlt - (us~ + ~2)rl Awl = rlr][1-l (Ausl + a fav , l  dx) (usl - u~ + ~l - ~2) 
+ (us2 +~2)r lap . l  ° p-1 ~1 w2 dx 
/~ q-1 +(vs,+s2)  ~2 bq ~2 wl dx 
( ) _> r2u2~r~-I Avs~ + b uq~ dx wl + (vs, + ~2) r" bq [2 wl dx, 
with null initial and boundary conditions, where ~i > e2, ~i _> 0 (i = 1, 2) are bounded functions 
in QTo" By Lemma 2.1, we get u~ _> us2, vs~ _> ve2 on QTo. | 
According to Lemmas 2.2, 2.3, and 2.5, we know that us, vs are monotone with respect o ¢ 
on QTo and bounded. So the point-wise limit 
u(x,t) = ]imoU~(X,t), v(x,t) = s--.olim vs(x't) (2.4) 
exists for (x, t) C Qro. We show that (u(x, t), v(x, t)) is a classical solution of (II). 
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THEOREM 2.1. EXISTENCE. Suppose that uo, vo E C2+a(~) and satisfy (H1)-(H4). Then the 
~unction (Kx, t), v(x,t))  denned by (2.4) is a pair d~sical solution o~ (n). 
PROOF. It is required to prove that u, v are in C2'I(QTo) A C(QTo). For an arbitrary point 
(x l , t l )  Ef ]  x (0, T0), choose an open domain Q- -F  × (0,t2) such that 
X lEF ,  PC~,  and 0<t l  <t2<T0.  
Let k0 = inf(~,t)eQ ¢(x, t). By Lemma 2.3, we have u~, v~ >_ ko > 0 in Q, then (u~ + z) ~ > k~ ~, 
(re + s)~2 > k~. It follows that 
]u~lc~+o,~+(o/~>(~), Iv~b~+o,,+(~/.(¢)) _< K', 
where K '  depends on k0, not on s (see the Appendix). Now an appeal to the Ascoli-Arzel£ 
theorem shows that u,v E C2+C~"l+(a'/2)(Q) (0 < a / < a) with 
b~lc,+~'.,+<o',,>(~), l'~lc,+-'.,+(o'/,>(<))  K'. 
This shows that u, v are in C 2'1 and continuous at (Xl, tl). 
Since 0 < limx-~ou (x, t)(v(x, t)) _< lim~-~on u~(x, t)(v~(x, t)) -- 0, then u, v are continuous on 
0~ x (0, To). This completes the proof. | 
THEOREM 2.2. UNIQUENESS. The positive classicaI solution of system (II) is unique. 
PROOF. Suppose (ul, Vl) and (u2, v2) are two solutions of system (II). Let 
Al (x , t  ) _ %61 -- U2 A2(x,t) = Vl -- v2 (2.5) 
' l - - r2  l - - r2  " l - - r 1  _ qd,21 r l  V l  _ V2 u 1 
In (2.5), if ul (xl, t l) = u2(xl, tl), then define 
1 
f l (~u~-~ (Xl, ti) + (1 - ~)u~-~ (Xl, tl)) rl/(1-rl) Al (x l ' t l )  = 1 -  rl d'r. 
Hence, we redefine A 1 written as 
1 f01(  F A l(x, t) - 1 - rl 
Similarly, 
1 --./jl (rv~ -~ + (i - T)Vl--r2 ) r2/ (1--r2) 
A2(x't) = 1 - r2 d~-. 
Since ui,v~ (i = 1, 2) are bounded and nonnegative functions, it follows that A ~ > 0 and A i E 
L°°(QTo). Choose two sequences {A~} of smooth functions uch that 
1 1 <Ai_< max A ~+- ,  
n ~x[0,To] n 
(Ain - Ai) --~ O, in L2(~ × (0, To)). 
This is easily seen to be possible. Next, let X~ e C~(f l )  (i = 1, 2) be such that 0 < X~ G 1. 
Consider the backward problems 
~ + (i - r~,,.~ A~,~ = 0, x ~ ~, t ~ (0, T), 
¢~(~,t) = o, x e oR, t e (O,T), (2.6) 
¢~(x, T) = X~, x ~ ~, 
where T < To. This is a nondegenerate parabolic problem and for each n it has a unique solution 
%b~ E C°~(~)T) with the following properties: 
(I) 0<_~b~ <1 onQT;  
An(¢~ ) dxdt <_ C1; (2 ) /~ ~ ~ 
(3) sup0<t<T fa (¢~)  2 dx < C2; 
where the constants Ci and C2 depend only on Xi (see Lemma 4.1 in [5]). 
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Subtracting system (II) for (Ul, vl) and (u2, v2) yields 
(u~-rl-ul-rl~ ]t < A(u l -u2)+a~(v~-v$)dx) '  (x,t) EQT, (2.7a) 
(v~-~2--vl-~ It (A(v l -vs )+b/a(uq-u~)dx) ,  (x,t) CQT. (2.7b) 
Multiply equation (2.7a) (respectively, (2.7b)) by ¢1 (respectively, ¢2) and integrate over ~ × 
(0, T) to find, after an integration by parts and Green's formula, 
f (u~-~l (x, T) - u~-'l (x, T)) X~ dx 
L + dxdt 
/o'/o/o = (1 - r J  a (vP-v p) dy¢lndxdt, 
/l~ l--r2 (~-',(~, T) - vs (~, T)) ~. d~ 
T 
- .[ ./o ("~-" - v~--.)(~, + (~- . , )A ,~)  ~xd, 
L'io/. = (1 - r2) b (uql - u~) dy ¢~ dx dr. 
By Property (1) of the solution of (2.6), we have fa ¢~n dx < ]12[ (i = 1, 2). Noticing that 
Ml(x,t) u~_:! -u~ >0, Ms(x,t) vP-v$ >0 
- -  1 - - r l  - -  - -  l - - r2  l - - r2  - -  
- -  ~2 V l  - -  V2 
are bounded functions (see the definitions of Ai), we have 
.[. (~-'~(.,'o -~.-..(x,r)) ,~ dx +./o ( .~- . . ( . , r )  - v~- ' . (x , 'O)  ,~s dx 
T / ~ x-rl(AIn-A1) A~I) dxdt + (1 - .0  ( .~-"  - . .  
T 
.~ .~O 1--r2 (A 2 -- A s) /~) dxdt + (1 - ,'s) (v~-" - .. 
: (1-.,)]~'Laf<.:-v;>,.¢~..x,,+(~-..)fo" J b/{.~-.~)..~'..., (,.,) 
/'/./. < (1 - rl)a[~ I maxMs(x,t) (v~-'" - v~-")+ dxdt 
- -  QT ° 
///o/o + (1 - ~s)blal maxMl(x,t) (ul -~  - u~-~)+ dxdt QTo 
< c~ (~I -'~ ~-"~ ~-" '  _ - u s j + + (v~- '5  - v s )+ dx dt, 
where w+ : max{w, 0} and C3 > 0 is some constant. By Property (2) of the solution of (2.6), 
we have 
/Q  i i i A i - A~ V '~A¢~ I A ' -  A:[ IACnl dxdt < ~ L~(~) 
_< Ai _ A / 
~ --- ,  0, as~-~.  
v - -n L 2 (QT) 
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Thus, letting n --+ ec in (2.8), we obtain 
(ul -rl (x, T) - u 2 (x, T)) dx + (v~ -~ (x, T) - v 2 ,x, T)) X 2 dx 
/o /o <__ c3 (~I -~1 ~-~ - ~ ) ÷ + (~-~ - v~ -~)  ÷ d~ dt 
for any smooth functions )/1 and )/2 (clearly T can be replaced by any t < To and this inequality 
holds). Therefore, it must be the case that (a similar method for investigating the single equation 
can be found in [5]) 
l--r1 (u~ -~1 (x, T) - u 2 (x, T)) + + (v~ -~ (x, T) l - r2  - v 2 (x ,  T ) )  + dx 
T 
- v 2 ) + dx dt 
from Gronwall's inequality, follows ul < uu, vl _< v2 on QTo. The asserted uniqueness result is 
now proven. | 
REMARK i. The  initial value condition (H4) can be replaced by u0(x), vo(x) E C2(~) N C(~), 
which can be approximated by the function sequences {u0~, v0~ i} as £ ]~ 0 in regularized prob- 
lem (2.1). 
REMARK 2. Noting Lemma 2.3, we see that system (If) is a strict parabolic system in a arbi- 
trary compact subset of QT. Therefore, the inner regularity of the parabolic equation holds for 
system (II). 
To complete the existence theory, we give a continuation theorem according to Theorem A.2. 
THEOREM 2.3. Let T* be the supernum over To for which there is a solution in ~ x (0, To) of 
problem (2.1) for each ~ • (0, 1). Then there is a solution (~, v) on (0, T*) for problem (H). If 
T* < oo, then (u, v) blows up in the sense of (1.1). 
PROOF. It is obvious that there is a pair solution (u, v) on (0, T*) for problem (II) by (2.5) and 
Theorem 2.1. 
Now suppose T* < oo and that u, v are bounded in ~ x (0,T*). By the uniqueness of (u,v) 
and the constructing procedure of (u,v), it follows that there exists s0 > 0 such that u~, v~ 
are bounded for a l l0  < z < z0. Then we can extend (u~,v~) to T*+t0  for some to > 0 by 
Theorem A.2. This contradicts the definition of T*. | 
Since Theorems 2.1, 2.2, and Lemma 2.4, we have the following lemma. 
LEMMA 2.6. Suppose that uo(x), vo(x) satisfy (H1)-(H4). Then the solution (u, v) of (II) satisfies 
ut,vt >_ 0 in any compact subsets o f~ x (0, T*). 
3. GLOBAL EX ISTENCE AND BLOW-UP 
3.1. G loba l  So lut ion and  B low-Up So lut ion 
In this section, we shall discuss the global existence and blow-up in finite time of the solution 
for system (II). Before stating the theorem of this section, we first introduce the function w(x), 
which is the unique positive solution of the following linear elliptic problem: 
-Aw(x)=l ,  xe~;  w(x)=0,  x•a~.  (3.1) 
Denote Kp,q = min{(a fn wp dx)-X/(p-1), (b fn wq dx)-l /(q-1)}, 
(~ )(p-l)/p (~ )(q-,)/q 
kp ---- Ap(~'~) ~- )~1 ~p/(p--1) dx , Aq = Aq(f~) = A1 ~q/(q-1) dx . 
Now, we give the following theorem. 
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THEOREM 3.1. Suppose that uo,vo E C2+~(~)) aad satisfy (H1)-(H4). Then, 
(1) problem (II) has a pair global solution if uo, vo <_ Kp,qW(X); 
(2) the solution d (II) blows up in £nite time ira > (1 - r l ) / (1 - r2 ) Ip ,  b > (1-r2)/(1 - r l ) lq ,  
and Uo, vo are large enough such that fa up dx > 1. 
PROOF. 
(1) By using Lemma 2.1, it is easy to check that the solution of (II) satisfies u(x, t), v(x, t) <_ 
Kp,qw(x), which means (II) has a global solution by the proof of Theorem 2.3. 
(2) Next we shall prove that the solution of (II) blows up in finite time for sufficiently large 
initial data. Consider the first eigenvalue problem (2.3). Here we normalize ~(x) as ~(x) > 0 
in a and fa ~(x) dx = 1. Set P(t) = fa ul--rl~ dx, Q(t) = fa vl--r2~ dx, and F(t) = P(t) + Q(t) 
then 
1 P ' ( t )~Au~dx+afavPdx  
1 - r l  
= -X~ fau~dx +a /avP dz 
(3.2) 
1----~ Q' ( t - r2 - > - lp  v p dx + b]~ u q dx. 
According to the assumption and conclusion (2.6), it follows that ut,v t ~_ O. Then we have 
fa uq dx > 1 and fa vP dx > 1. It follows that (fa uq dx)V q < fa ua dx and (fa vP dx) Vp < 
favPdx from p,q > 1. 
Furthermore, let 
( f f~  )(p+r2-1)/(1-r2) Aa : ((1 - ri)a - (1 - r2 ) /~p)  ~p/(p+r2--1) dx 
(/a ) (q+~1-~)/(~-'~) 
)~b = ( ( l  - -  r2 )b  - (1  - r l )~q)  ~9 q/(q+rl-1) dx 
then F f 
F' ( t )  > ((1 - r2 )b - (1  - r l ) /~q)  L uq dx ~-((1 - f ' l )a -  (1 - r2)Ap) L vp dx 
~_ ~bPq/(1-rl)(t) + ~aQp/(1-r2)(t). 
If q/(1 - r J  = p/(1 -- r2), then denoting I ,  = min{la, Ib}, we have 
F'(t) >_ ~.2-(~-1+'~)/(1-~)F p/(1-r~)(t). 
(3.3) 
(3.4) 
Integrating (3.4) from 0 to t, we obtain 
(1 - r2)2(p-l+~)/O-~) Fl_p/O_~)(O ) < ec. (3.5) t< ~. (p+r -1 )  
If q/(1 - rl) # p/(1 - r2), assuming without loss the generality that q/(1 - rl) > p/(1 - r2), 
then, by virtue of Young's inequality, 
pq/O-rl) k fipp/O-~2) _/3q(1-~2)/((1-~)q-(1-~l)P)Ao, 
where  fl > 0 is an  arbitrary constant  and  
(1  - -  r2)q --(1 --rl)p {p(1 -- rl) ~ q(1-r2)/((1-r2)q-(1-rl)p) 
A0 = q(1-<d <q(1 --'~)7 
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and taking 
2-(p-l+r2)/(l-r2)Fp/(l-rz)(o) (1-~1)Pl((l-~2)4-(1-rl)p) 
Ao 
we conclude from (3.3) that 
I’ 2 ~~pj~P/(l-‘z) + X,QP/(l-‘2) _ XbPq(1-‘z)/((l-‘2)q-(1--T1)P)A0 
> ~~~2-(~-1+‘2)/(1-‘2)~~/(l--rz)(t) _ XbPq(1-T2)/((1-‘2)Q-(1-T1)P)A0 - (3.6) 
>> 0 (by using F(t) 2 F(0)). 
Integrating (3.6) from 0 to t, we obtain 
AbP 
F(O) [p/(1--m) _ 2(p-l+~z)/(l-~z)~(1-“)p/((l-r2)4-(1-rl)p)Ao < +co. (3.7) 
Inequalities (3.5) and (3.7) lead that u(z,t) or ~(2, t) blows up at a finite time T. Furthermore, 
we conclude from (II) to the conclusion that U(Z, t) and V(Z, t) have the same blow-up time T. 
This completes the proof of Theorem 3.1. I 
3.2. Blow-Up Rate 
In this section, we discuss the blow-up rate of blow-up solution. We thus assume that the 
solution (u,‘u) of problem (II) blows up in the finite time T,. Denote U(t) = max,e~~(~,t), 
V(t) = maxZen, which are Lipschitz continuous (see [18]). Since (II), we have U(t), V(t) satisfy 
which yields 
P q+l-rl + vp+l-yt I ((4 + 1 - Ti)U + (p + 1 - ?$b)]C]UVJ 
I c, (uq+l--rl + v p+l-+ ((P+l-~2)g+(g+l-~1)p)/((g+l-~~)(p+l-~~)) ) 
(i.8) 
by virtue of Young’s inequality. Integrating (3.8) from t to T,, we obtain 
uq+‘--‘l + vp+l-= > &(T* _ t)-(g+l-‘d(p+l-‘~)/(pq-(l-r~)(l-rz))~ - (3.9) 
To obtain the estimates of blow-up rate, we first prove several lemmas. Let 
kl = m - (1 - Tl)(l - 3) 
p+l--?-a ’ qfl-rr ’ 
PPkl--rl)/(p+kz)h 
21cl + 1 - Tl 
7 
bov = ~r;ljq1-(4/(Q+kl))2 . kz(k2 + 1) 
qW--rz)/(q+kl)h 
21c2 + 1 - 7-2 
> 
60 = max{b0,, 60~). 
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LEMMA 3.1. Suppose that u0, vo satisfy (H1)-(Hh). Then 
U t -- 5U kl-kl >_ O, V t -- 5V k2+1 > O, in QT.. (3.10) 
PROOF. Set J l (x , t )  = ut - ~u k1+1, J2(x,t) = vt - 5v k2+1. Then, 
l imionfJl(x,t ) = l iminfJ2(x,t)  > O, Jz(x,O),J2(x,O) > 0, in ~. (3.11) 
Furthermore, noticing that k1/(2k1 + 1 - rl) + p/(p + k2) = 1, by virtue of Young's inequality 
u e' v p+k2 dx -< 2kl + 1 - r l  p + k---~ ' G(p+k2)/p , (3.12) 
where 0 = I~] pk2/(p+k2)~ . ((kl + 1)/(p + k2)) p/(p+k2), we have 
31t - u~lAJ1 - 2r15ukl J1 - apu ~ ~o vp- l j2 dx 
r lu - l  J~ + Ski(k1 + 1)ukl-l[Vu[2 -[-~" (~2u2kl+l : 1 
-[-aphu rl f V p+k2 dx -aS( I t  I -~ 1)~t k'+rl f V p dx 
dfl d~ 
>-- r152u2kl+l + aphu~ /o vP+k~ dx (3.13a) 
[ f \p/(p+k2) 
> r15(5 - 5o~)u 2k~+1 (using (3.12)) 
>__0. 
Similarly, we also have 
J2t - v ~2 A J2 - 2r25v k2 ]2 - bqv r~ ~ u q- 1 J1 dx ~ O. (3.13b) 
Applying Lemma 2.1, since (3.11) and (3.13), we have J1, ]2 _> 0. That is, (3.10) holds. | 
Integrating (3.10) from t to T., we conclude that 
U(t) < C4(T. - t )  -(p+l-r2)/(pq-(1-rl)(1-r2)), 
(3.14) 
V(t) < Ch(T. - t) -(q+l-r~)/(pq-(1-r~)(1-r2)). 
Since (3.9) and (3.14), we have the following theorem. 
THEOREM 3.2. Under the assumptions of Lemma 3.1, 
C~ < U(t)(T. - t )  (p+l-~2)/(pq-(1-~)(1-~)) < C4, 
(3.15) 
C 7 <_ V(t)(T. - t )  (q+l-r~)/(pq-(1-r~)(1-r2)) < C5, 
where Ci (i = 4, 5, 6, 7) are constants independent oft. 
LEMMA 3.2. Suppose that uo(x), vo(x) satisfy (H1)-(H4) and Au0, Avo <_ O. Then for all 
T E (O,T*), Au~,Av~ <_ 0 on QT. 
PROOF. Let wl = Au~, w2 ----- Avz. According to (2.1), we have 
Wlt = (Z~¢ - j -E ) r l~Wl  ~-2r l (uz  + E)rl-I~Tua • VWl -~-7"1(~z¢ -[-E) r l -1 
1)(u~ +~)  ~-2  (Au~+a~vPdx) IVu~[  2 (3.16) 
= (~ + ~)[A~I + 2~1(~ + ~) ' l -~W~ • v~l  
-Jr- rl(~t z "J" ~=)--1%~etWl -I- r l ( r l  -- i)(~e ~- 
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In view ofuE,uet >_ 0 and rl  < 1, we have 
wit - (uE + ~)rl Awl - 2rz(uz + s)r~-lVuz. VWl _< rl(uz + z)-lu~twl. (3.17) 
And we conclude that Wl(X,t)l~eoa = -afnvPdx < 0 by u~t(x,t)]~ean = 0. Combined with 
wl(x, 0) = Auo _< 0, it follows Wl <__ 0 by maximum principle, which means Au~ _< 0. Similarly, 
we have w2(x,t) < O. This completes the proof of Lemma 3.2. | 
According to Theorems 2.1 and 2.2 and Lemma 3.2, we have the following. 
LEMMA 3.3. Suppose that uo(x), vo(x) satisfy (H1)-(H4) and Auo, Avo ~_ O, (u, v) is the solution 
of (II) on ~ x (0, T*). Then Au, Av <_ 0 in any compact subsets of f~ x (0, T*). 
We denote 
/. /0' gl(t) = a vPdx, Gl(t) = gl(S) ds, 
/o /; g2(t) = b uq az, a2(t) = g2(s) ds. 
LEMMA 3.4. Under the assumptions of Lemma 3.3, we have Gi(t) ~ oo (i = 1,2) as t ~ T*. 
PROOF. According to the first equation of (II), we have 
u-rlut -=- Au + gl(t). 
Integrating (3.18) between 0 and t yields 
1--rl jot u~-'~(~,t) _ ~o + f~(x, ~) d~ + G~(t). (1 - - r l )  (1 - -r l )  
Hence, by Lemma 3.3, for all x E ~, we have 
Similarly, we  also have 
ul-'~(x,t) 
(1  - rl) 
(3.18) 
vl--r2 (X, t) 
< G2(t) + Coy, (3.19b) 
(1  - r2) 
l--r2 where Co~ = supa u01-'~/(1 - r l )  and Coy = sup~ v 0 /(1 - r2) are bounded, which yields the 
assertion. II 
LEMMA 3.5. Assume q/(1 - rl) = p/(1 - r2), then 
12U q+l-rl  dx, In vP+l-'2 dx < Cs(T, - t) -(p+l-r2)(q+l-rl)/pq-(1-rl)(1-r2). (3.20) 
PROOF. 
1 /ouq+l_,ldx ' F2(t) - 1 /fvP+l_r2dx" (3.21) F l ( t ) -  q+l - r l  p+l - r2  
Differentiating Fl(t) with respect o t, we obtain 
F~(t) = /auq- ' lutdx= /auq (Au +a f vP dx ) dx 
F~'(t)= / quq- lut(Au+a f vPdx) dx+/  uq(Aut+ap~vP- lv tdx)  dx (3.22) 
<_ Gl(t) + Co~. (3.19a) 
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Integrating by Green's formula, we have 
f uqAutdx=/aq(q-1)uq-2]Vul2utdx+Jquq-lAuutdx 
= / q(q-1)uq-2,Vu,2utdx + ~ quq-lut(u-rlut-a f vP dx)dx 
=/,(,-l)..-',V.,'.,,.+,£..-..-i(.,)',x_a,£..,.£u.-l..,.. 
Thus, from (3.22) and u, ut _> 0, we have 
F~t(t) ~_2qf uq-ra-l(ut)2dx-aq/uq-lutdx~vPdx+ap~uqdxf vp-lvtdx. 
Similarly, we have 
(3.23) 
and 
Then 
(3.24) 
f f 
(bF1 + aF2)" ~ 2bq Jftuq-rl-l(ut) 2dx + 2ap JgtvP-re-l(vt) 2dx. (3.25) 
F~(t) ~_ (~ uq+l-rl dx) l/2 (~ uq-l-rl(ut)2 dx) l/2, 
FJ(t) < (/avp+l_r2 dx) l/2 (~ vp_l_r~(vt)2 dx) l/2 (3.26) 
Denote # = (pq - (1 - rl)(1 - r2))/(p + 1 - r2)(q + 1 - rl). Noticing q(1 - r2) = p(1 - r l) ,  we 
have 
1 # + 1 (bF1 + aF2)(bF1 + aF2)" (see (3.25)) 
u q+l-rl dx + V p+l-r2 dx 
-- #+1 q+l - - r l  p+l--r2 
" (2bq /gtuq-rl-l(ut)2 dx + 2ap ~ vP-r2-1(vt)2 dx ) 
_> ((bF1 + aF2)') 2 (using (3.26)), 
which yields 
That is, 
((bF1 + aF2) -~) ' '  ~_ 0. 
((bF1 + aF2)-"(t))' < ((bF1 + aF2)-u(t)) ' t=o ~ -C9, 
where C9 > 0. Integrating (3.27) over (t, T*), we obtain 
(3.27) 
(bF1 + aF2)-"(t)  > Cg(T* - t). 
Equation (3.21) thus follows. | 
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THEOREM 3.3. Under the assumptions of Theorem 1, we have that there exist constants C~, 
C~v (i = 1, 2) such that 
Clv < (T* -t)(P+l-r2)(1-~)/(Pq-(1-~)(z-~2))Gl(t) < C2~, 
(3.2s) 
C1~ <_ (T* - t)(q+z-~l)(z-r2)/(Pq-(z-~)(1-~))G2(t) <_ C2~, 
ast  ~ T*. 
PROOF. 
CASE 1. Under the assumptions of Lemma 3.1, if Auo, Avo _< 0, then (3.28) follows from Theo- 
rein 3.2 and (3.19). 
CASE 2. If q/(1 -- rl) = p/(1 -- r2), using the inequality 
(bl+b2) "~_<C(m)(b~+b~) ,  bl,b2>_O, m>l ,  C(m)=2 "~-1, (3.29) 
from (3.19), it follows that 
U q < ((1 -- rl)Cou -[- (1 - rl)Gl(t)) q/(1-rl) < C10 -[- Cll(G1 (f;))q/(1--rl). (3.30) 
Integrating (3.30) over 12, and multiplying the inequality by b, we get 
= g2(t)~ bt~ I (Clo-Jr-Cll(Gl(t))q/(1-rx)). (3.31) G~(t) 
By Lemma 3.4, there exists a to C (0,T*) such that 
G'2(t) <__ C12(G1 (t)) q/(1-~,), (3.32@ 
for all t C (to, T*) and some C12 > 0. Similarly, we also have 
cA(t) <_ c~(a2( t )F / (1 -~) ,  (3.32b) 
for all t C (to, T*) and some C13 > 0. Noticing that q/(1 - rl) = p/(1 - r2), we have 
( h '_-c> (p+~2-1) (3.33) 
where C14 = max{C12, C13}. Integrating (3.33) over (to, T*) yields 
Gl(t) + G2 >_ C15(T* - t) -(1-~2)/(p+~2-1), (3.34) 
where C15 = (C14(p + r2 -1 ) / (1  - r2 ) )  -(1-~)/(p+~-1). 
By Hhlder's inequality, we have 
g2(t) _= b ~ vP dx <_ b ( /  vp+l-r2 dx) P/(P+l-r2) [~]l-p/(P +l-r2) 
= blot [ 1-p/(p+l-r2)(p ~_ 1 - r2) p/(p+I-r2) (F2(t)) p/(p+I-~) (3.35) 
< c '  ((T* - t)) -~/(~+~-~) . 
Integrating (3.35) over (0, t) yields 
< c '  f (T*  - s) -~/(~+~-~) d~ C2(t) 
- Jo (3.363) 
~_ C16 (T* - t) -(1-r2)/(p+r2-1) . 
Similarly, we have 
Gz(t) < C16(T, - t) -O-~l)/(q+rl-1). (3.36b) 
From (3.36) and (3.34) the assertion of Theorem 3.3 follows. This completes the proof. | 
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4. BLOW-UP PROFILE  
In this section, we assume that the solution (u, v) of (II) blows up in finite time and the blow- 
up time is T*. Also, we will sometimes use the notation u ~ v, for limt--.T, u(t)/v(t) = 1. The 
key-step to proof Theorem 1 is the following theorem. 
THEOREM 4.1. Under the assumptions of Theorem I, we have 
u l - r~(x , t ) / (1  --rl) lu(t)l~-'~/(1 --r~) = 1, 
lim = lim (4.1a) 
t---*T* e l ( t  ) t-,T* Gl(t) 
lira vl-~2(x't)/(1 - r2) = lira [v(t)l~-~/(1 - r~) = 1, (4.1b) 
uniformly on compact subsets of ~. 
PROOF. Here we consider the first eigenvalue problem (2.3) also and normalize 9~(x) as p(x) > 0 
in f~ and f~ 9~(x)dx = 1. Define 
1 Z(X, t) : Gl(t  ) - -  ~ 1 - r l  (X,  t )  
1 - rl 
and 
Z(t) = Ja z(y, t)~(y) dy. 
P 
By Green's formula and inequality (3.29), we have 
z'(t) = fo(gl(t) - -- - . [o  au(y,t) (y) dy 
= )~1 .io u(y,t)(fl(y)dy = ~1(1-  rl) 1/(1-'~) io(Gl(t)- z(y,t))l/(1-rl)(fl(y)dy 
~1(1 - rl) 1/(1-rl) .io(Gl(t) -[- z-(y,  t))l/(1-rl)(fl(y) dy (4.2) 
= /~1(1-rl)ll(l-ri)C(r,) (G~l(l-r')(t) -I- io (z-(Y't))l/(l-ri)~°(y)dy) , 
where z -  = max{-z ,  0}. By (3.19), we have 
inf z(x, t) >_ --Co~, (4.3) 
fl 
which means z - (x ,  t) _< Co~. Then, from (4.2), it follows that 
13'(t) <_ C, TGllI(1-'l)(t) + Cls, (4.4) 
where  C1~ = a1(1  - ~ l )~/ (~- 'OC(~0,  C ls  = CI~Cl/~ (~-~). 
Integrating (4.4) between 0 and t yields 
(/0 ) /~(t) <_ C19 1 + G11/(1-~)(s)ds , (4.5) 
which combined with (4.3) implies 
i,z(y.t),?~(y)dy,C,o(l+LtG'11(l-'O(s)ds). (4.6) 
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Let Kp = {y E f/; dist(y, 0fl) > p}. Since -Az  < 0, using Lemma 4.5 in [10, p. 387], we get 
sup z(x,t) < C20 Gll/(1-rl) 
~eI(. _ ~ l + jo  (s) ds . 
Combined with (3.19), it follows that 
_ C0_____~_~ < 1 - (1 / (1  - r l ) )u  1-~ < 6½o 
Gl(t) - Gl(t) - pN+I 
for x in Kp. Similarly, we also have 
- C°-----2-~ < 1 - (1/(1 - r2 ) )v  1-~ < C2~ 
G2(t) - G2(t) - pN+I 
for x in Kp. And by Theorem 3.3 in Section 3, we have 
which means 
Similarly, we have 
(l + j~otG~/(1-rl)(s)ds) 
Gl(t) 
G2(t) 
/o /o t G l l / (1 -v l )  (8) d8 _< ~2vr-Yl/(1-rl)/q.,k~ - s) -(p+l-r2)/(pq-O-~)(I-~2)) ds 
= C~. ((T* - t) 1-(p+~-~)/(;q-O-~)(1-~:)) 
_ (T*)l-(p+l-r2)/(Pq-(1-rl)(1-r2))), 
lira ~t  G~/O-~l)(s) ds 
, -~r-  a~( t )  
(4.7) 
(4.8a) 
(4.8b) 
£0 tG~/ O-~2) (s) ds 
lim = 0, (4.9b) 
t-*T* G2(t) 
so that (4.8) implies (4.1). This completes the proof of Theorem 4.1. | 
PROOF OF THEOREM 1. By Theorem 4.1, it follows that 
u q 
Vx C f~, lira = 1. t-+T* ( (1 -- rl)Gl(t))q/(1-rl) 
Moreover, (3.19) in Lemma 3.4 implies that 0 < uq/((1 - rl)Gl(t)) q/O-rl) < C in f~ for t close 
enough to T*. By Lebesgue's dominated convergence theorem, we infer that 
G'2(t) = g2(t) = b f~ u q dx ~ b[ftI((1 - rl)Gl(t)) q/(1-~), 
as t ~ T*. Similarly, 
Ci(t) = gl(t) = b £ vP d~ ~ alal((1 - ~2)G2(t)F/(1-r2), 
as t -+ T*. Hence, we obtain 
Gz(t) ~ (1 - -  ' r l )  -1[ai~-~l~/] -(1-rz)/(p+l-ru) (q -[- 1 -- r l) p(1-r~)/~ 
( a(p H- l -- r2) ) (1-r~)(1-r2)/" 
• b (T*  - t) -O - r~) (p+l -~) / '~  , 
Gift)  ~ (1 - r2) -~ [btaI-y] - (1 -~: ) / (q+~-~)  (p + 1 - r2) q(~-~)/~ 
( b(q-i- l - rl) ) (1-~2)(1-~1)/~ 
" a (T*  - t )  -O-~) (q+~-~l ) / '~  . 
The assertion of Theorem 1 follows from (4.8) and (4.9). | 
= o. (4.9a) 
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APPENDIX  
LOCAL THEORY FOR PROBLEM (2.1) 
In the Appendix, we shall give the local existence, uniqueness, continuation results, and com- 
parison principle for problem (2.1). The denotations of function spaces are the same as in [19]. 
THEOREM A.1. Suppose that u0, vo C C2+~((~) and satisfy the compatibility conditions (H2). 
Then there exists a maximal in time function uE(x, t) > O, defined on f) x [0, T*) for some 
T~* E (0,+oo], such that for all T E (O,T~), ue,v~ C C2+~((~T), and (UE, VE) is a pair classical 
solution of (2.1). 
PROOF. Let 0 < T < 1 and M > 0 (to be fixed later), and consider the sets C U and C y such 
that 
c~ -- {u  I u e c ~+~ ((~T) , IUtc~+~(¢)~) _< M, 
>_ o, U(.,o) = uo, u(x,t)ls~ = o}, (A.1) U 
C~4 =- {V IV c C 1+~ (QT),  IVtcI+~(QT) <- M, 
>> O, V(.,O) = vo, Y(x,t)lsT = 0}. V (A.2) 
Letting (U, V) E C U × CVM, consider the following linear problem: 
f (u + ~)r~Au = a(U + ~)~ ]~ V p dx, ~t 
~)~Av = b(V + e)~ £ U q dx, (V vt + I 
~(~, t) = ~(~, t) = o, 
~(~,0) = ~o(~), v(~,0) = vo(~), 
(~, t) e Qv, 
(x, t) ~ Q~., 
(x, t) ~ &, 
xEf l .  
(A.3) 
Wit - bi(x, t )A Wi = g,(x, t), 
Wi(~, t) = O, 
Wi(~, O) = O, 
(i = 1, 2), (x, t) ~ Or, 
(x, t) ~ St,  
xE~,  
(A.6) 
where 91(x,t) = (U +s)rIAuo+a(U +z) ~ fa VP dz, g2(x,t) = (V +e)~Avo+b(V +s) ~ fa Uq dx. 
From (H2), it follows that 9i(x, 0)lxeoa = 0. We thus conclude (see Lemma A.7 in [19] or [16, 
pp. 191-200]) 
I~lc,+~(<~) -< I~olc,+~(a) + K3 T~ (Im(x,t)lL~(Q~')), (A.Ta) 
Ivlc,+~(<~) -< Ivolc,+,(a) + K3 T<" (Ig2(x,t)lL~(<~)), (A.7b) 
Denote bl(x,t) =- (U + z) "1, f l(x,t) - a(U + e)'l fa VP dz, b2(x,t) =- (V + e) ~, f2(x,t) - 
b(V +¢)r2 fa Uq dz. It is easy to conclude bi(z, t), fi(x, t) E C a (i = 1,2) and hi(x, t) > (e) ~ > O, 
Ibi(x,t)ic~(OT) <_ C(r, M), where C(r,M) presents a constant which depends only on M. Us- 
ing (H2), the existence and uniqueness of u,v follow from Theorem 7 in [16, p. 65], and u,v C 
C2+~ (QT) satisfy 
I~[c2+~(~T) -< gl  (l~01c2+o(~) + I f l [c~(0T)) ,  (A.4) 
I~lc~+o(o~) -< s(~ (l~oIc~+:(~) + If~lco(<~.)), (A.5) 
where K1,/(2 depend only on z, C(r, M), a, and ~)T (see [16, p. 65]). Thus, we can define a 
transformation £ on CM =- C U x C V, (u, v) = £(U, V) is the unique solution of (n.3). We shall 
prove that / :  admits a fixed point by employing the Schauder fixed-point heorem. 
We first claim that £ maps CM into itself if T is small. Let Wl(z,t) = u(z,t) - uo(x) and 
W2(x, t) = vim ,t) - vo(x). From (A.2), we obtain 
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for all 0 < 5 < 1, where a depends only on 5, and I(3 is a constant depends only on 5, (z)~ 
(i = 1, 2), and C(r, M). Denote 
[]" II < M := [U[cI+~(~)I ) <_ M, IVIcI+~(~) <_ M; 
K~= sup (U+l)~lAuo+a(U+l)r~ f YPdx ~ ; 
I]'I[<M J~ IlL (Q1) 
K~ = .s~p (V + 1) r~ Avo + b(V + 1) ~2 f U q dx 
II Jn L~¢ (QO 
KM : max {K~,K2M}, 
where Q1 - • × (0,1). From E < 1 and T < 1, it follows [gi(X,t)[L~C(QT) <_ KM. From (A.7), we 
have 
]U[cl+~(<)r ) -< lU01c~+~(fi) + K3T~KM, 
(A.s) 
IVlc~+~(0r) _< IVOlc~+~((~) + K3TZKM. 
Now, choosing 
M=l+max{]uoIcl+~(~),IVoIcl+~((~)} and T<min{1,(K3KM) -Wa } 
with 5 = a in (A.8), it follows that ]u[c~+~(0T) , ]V]c~+~(0T) --< M. And we may conclude u,v >_ 0 
by maximum principle. This shows (u, v) E CM. Applying (A.8) for some 5 E (a, 1) and using the 
result that a bounded subset of C 1+5 (OT) is a precompact subset of C 1+~ (QT), it follows £(CM) 
is precompact by (A.8). 
To prove the continuity of E, assume that (U,, V,) e CM, (U, V) C CM are such that Un -~ U, 
V, -+ V in CI+~(QT) as n ~ oc. Then the function (z~, z 2) = (u~-u, v,-v) = £(U,-U, V,-V) 
satisfies 
1 (U+C)rlAz1 rl-1 ( L ) A +a V£d  
+ (U+s)~lap L p--1 ~,1 (V~ - V) dx, 
z~ - = r2~,~,2 Av + b U~ dx (V. - V) 
+ (V + E)r2bq~ ~q~21(Un - U) dx 
with null initial and boundary conditions by (A.2) and the mean value theorem, where ~,,i _> s, 
~,,i >_ 0 (i = 1, 2). Similar to (A.7), we have 
[zlIo~+,(QT) <_K3T" rl,:~fl (Au+a/nVPdx)  (U~-U ) 
+ 
iZ~]c~+,(~r) <K. T. r2--1 Av-J-b Uqdx (Vn-V)  
a U) ~ 0, as n ~ co, 
for all 0 < 5 < 1. It follows that £ is a continuous map. 
Since CM is a closed convex set of the Banach space CI+a(QT) x CI+~((~T), by the previous 
properties and Schauder's fixed-point heorem, there exists a fixed point (u~, ve) of the map 1:, 
which is a solution of (2.1). 
The uniqueness follows from standard comparison argument by Lemma 2.1. 
Finally, we can extend (u~, v~) to the maximal existence time T* by the following extension 
theorem. | 
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THEOREM A.2.  Assume that uo,vo satisfy (H1)-(H4),  and let (u~,vE) be a solution of prob- 
lem (2.1) as in Theorem A.1. I f  T* < o% then (u~, vs) blows up in finite t ime in the sense 
of (1.1). 
The proof is a normal  one (see Theorem A.2 in [19]) and is omitted. 
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